Exhibitors
PROPOSAL
October 30, 2018
Presented by:
Green Economy North and reThink green

Introduction
Come to the Sudbury Green Expo to discover green initiatives, get new business
and home owner clients, and enjoy in-depth exploration into sustainable
activities.
Covering a wide range of categories from Eco Home & Living to Household
Products, Health & Beauty, Food & Beverages, ethical investments to Electric
Bikes and Cars and even Pets!
Sudbury Green Expo is one-stop “shop” for everything that customers need for
sustainable living.
Sudburians will find a large range of diverse companies, brands and services at
the show – the expo is dedicated to supporting green businesses, from new
products to household names.

No matter what you do, do it in a sustainable view.
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Why Participate?
Reach a rapidly growing audience of green, keen consumers
by showcasing your products or services at the 2018 Sudbury
Green Expo.
• 43% of the participants with whom face-to-face interactions was held a exhibition
become regular customers and gained additional clients over the next two years
• 75% of survey respondents say in-person events are effective
• 83% of successful companies plan to maintain, and/or increase their tradeshow
North America activities this year
Source: Center for Exhibition Industry Research

Meet up to 100% of your exclusive target audience!
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Exhibitions are Highly Valuable in:

To have a high efficiency face - to - face interaction with your
Target Audience you pay 0.18$ per customer!
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What To Expect?
According to the statistics of visiting previous trade shows, we estimate the
following number of guests:

EVENT SCHEDULE
11:45

Registration

12:00

Lunch

12:30

Speakers

2:00

Breakout Sessions

3:00

Trade Show Begins

4:00

Breakout Sessions

6:00

Workshop Presentations

8:00

Event Ends
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Sudbury Green Expo at a
Glance
Event Name

Sudbury Green Expo 2018

Date

Tuesday, October 30, 2018

Location

Holiday Inn.

Projected Attendees

1350

Event Theme

The cooperative movement of businesses and citizens to
a sustainable life path.

About

A business and technology event that brings powerful
sustainability expertise and technology to Greater
Sudbury.
From expert panelists to peer discussions, this all day
experience will provide a surge in eco cost friendly
practices that improve savings and reduce our
environmental impact.

Strategic Goals

Provide an engaging opportunity for business and home
owners to learn more about cost saving through eco
friendly living.
Educate attendees on green solutions in all spheres of
life.
Attract participants to the educational conference and
provide the opportunity to create a network of
sustainable solution.
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Our Services Include:
•

Booth space

•

Technical support

•

Marketing Opportunities

•

Sponsorships and speaking opportunities

•

Lunch
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Registration Form
[Note: We are not responsible for loss or damages caused at the Event.]
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